Abstract. A generalization of semi-Riemannian submersions to semi-Riemannian transversal maps is given. Also a fundamental equation of a regular, normal semi-Riemannian transversal map is obtained.
{N a }aeA be a foliation on M2 such that leaves of <f > are (immersed) semiRiemannian submanifolds (N a ,g2 Na ) with induced metric g 2lfa of constant index for all Na. Then we will call (<f>,g2<l,) a semi-Riemannian foliation on (M2,g2). Also let T(M2,<f>) = Uae^Upew,, TpNa be the tangent bundle of and let T(M2,<f>) x = LLeyiUpejv,, ^v^a be the normal bundle of (¿>02,)-Let (Mi,gi) be a semi-Riemannian manifold with metric g\ and let / : (Mi,gi) -• (A/2>52) be a smooth function. Also let {4>,924>) be a semiRiemannian foliation on (M2,g2).
Recall that / is called transversal to (<¿,<72,) if f*n(TPlM!) + T /(P1 )(M 2 ,^) = TJipi)M2 for every Pl Note that L\{pi) is the degenerate space of the restrictions of metric g\pi to (ker ) and (ker) x . Also L2{p2) is the degenerate space of the restriction of metric g 2j>2 to (range ). Also define
Next we will define some quotient spaces out of V(pi) = (ker/ x ), H(Pl) = (kerZ^), A1(p1) and A2(p2) :
and 7Ti : V{px) V(pi) is the natural projection, (2) H{p{) = ff(pi)/Ii(pi) and tti : ^(pi) -»• H(pi) is the natural projection, (3) Ai(pi) = A{pi)lL\(p\) and ir 1 : Ai(pi) -> Ai(pi) is the natural projection, (note that, of (1) and (2) is the restriction of 7Ti of this case to V(p\) and -ff(pi), respectively), (4) A2(p2) -A2(p2) / L2{p2) and w2 : A2(p2) -> A2(p2) is the natural projection.
Also we can define (nonsingular) inner products in V(p\), H(p\), A(pi)
and A2(pi) as follows: tive (yet may not be surjective), rank/"^ = rank-dimL\(pi). Furthermore, if / is transversal semi-Riemannian map on M\ with respect to {4>i 924)1 then, by Theorem 3.7 and Remark 3.5, since rank is constant on connected components of Mi, dim H(p\) = rank/j" at each pi € Mi, and hence constant on the connected components of Mi. Let / be a semi-Riemannian transversal map to (<f>,g 2 ¿). Then leaves of f*(<f>) may be degenerate submanifolds of (Mi,gi). In particular, if / is regular, then these submanifolds are stationary and irrotational degenerate submanifolds of (Mi,<71) which give rise of Gaus-Codazzi equations (see [3] ). In fact, we have the following result. and V X Z e TAi for every X e IV, Z e I\Ai, where V is the Levi-Civita connection of Mi. Hence, it also follows from [3, Prop. 4.1.15] that leaves of /*(</>) are stationary, irrotational submanifolds of (Mi,g\).
Semi-Riemannian transversal maps
• Now we will obtain an equation relating the geometric properties of (Mi,gi) and (M2,g2).
Let / : (M\,gi) -• (M2,<72) be a regular normal semi-Riemannian transversal map to (<fi,g2<l,) , where M\ is connected and /(Mi) is a sub-1 2 manifold of M2. Let V be the Levi-Civita connection of (Mi,gi) and D be the collection of the Levi-Civita connections of the integral manifolds N2 of B, induced by the semi-Riemannian structure of (M2, <72). Also let H' be a geometric realization of H, that is, H' is a complement of L\ in H. Proof, (a) Obvious.
for every Z G TH' being /-related to Z G TB. This follows by expanding both sides in the Koszul formula. In fact, using (a) and (b), we have
Hence, since g\\u> is nondegenerate, the claim follows. 
where Kpj 2 is the sectional curvature in the induced structure of integral manifolds N2 of B, KM 1 is the sectional curvature in the structure of (Mi,gi) and
Proof. Let X,Y G TH' be lifts of X,Y G TB. Then by Lemma 5.3,
where U' G rZi. Again by Lemma 5.3, for U G TV, since U is /-related to zero vector field, 
